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Abstract

Oncologic PET images provide valuable information that can enable enhanced prognosis of 

disease. Nonetheless, such information is simplified significantly in routine clinical assessment to 

meet workflow constraints. Examples of typical FDG PET metrics include: (i) SUVmax, (2) total 

lesion glycolysis (TLG), and (3) metabolic tumor volume (MTV). We have derived and 

implemented a novel metric for tumor quantification, inspired in essence by a model of 

generalized equivalent uniform dose (gEUD) as used in radiation therapy. The proposed metric, 

denoted generalized effective total uptake (gETU), is attractive as it encompasses the 

abovementioned commonly invoked metrics, and generalizes them, for both homogeneous and 

heterogeneous tumors, using a single parameter a. We evaluated this new metric for improved 

overall survival (OS) prediction on two different baseline FDG PET/CT datasets: (a) 113 patients 

with squamous cell cancer of the oropharynx, and (b) 72 patients with locally advanced pancreatic 

adenocarcinoma. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was performed, where the subjects were 

subdivided into two groups using the median threshold, from which the hazard ratios (HR) were 

computed in Cox proportional hazards regression. For the oropharyngeal cancer dataset, MTV, 

TLG, SUVmax, SUVmean and SUVpeak produced HR values of 1.86, 3.02, 1.34, 1.36 and 1.62, 

while the proposed gETU metric for a=0.25 (greater emphasis on volume information) enabled 

significantly enhanced OS prediction with HR=3.94. For the pancreatic cancer dataset, MTV, 

TLG, SUVmax, SUVmean and SUVpeak resulted in HR values of 1.05, 1.25, 1.42, 1.45 and 1.52, 

while gETU at a=3.2 (greater emphasis on SUV information) arrived at an improved HR value of 
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1.61. Overall, the proposed methodology allows placement of differing degrees of emphasis on 

tumor volume vs. uptake for different types of tumors to enable enhanced clinical outcome 

prediction.

1. Introduction

The incidence of cancer globally has increased from 12.7M to 14.1M new cases annually 

just from 2008 to 2012, and is predicted by the World Health Organization (WHO) to 

increase by 70% over the next 20 years. The ability to predict sensitivity of a given tumor to 

specific therapeutic agents is the ‘holy grail’ in personalized cancer medicine (Baldock et 
al., 2013; Tian et al., 2012). This can only be achieved if imaging biomarkers of enhanced 

therapy response assessment, prognostic, and predictive value can be developed, thus 

allowing imaging to move beyond diagnostic tasks and to the domain of cancer outcome 

prediction given different treatment options (Mankoff et al., 2000; Paidpally et al., 2012; 
Cook et al., 2014; Mankoff et al., 2014).

PET imaging provides the reference standard for tumor assessment in a wide range of cancer 

types. As a result, a cancer patient is very likely to undergo PET scanning prior to and after 

treatment (Gambhir et al., 2001; Kelloff et al., 2005; Mankoff et al., 2007; Wahl, 2008). PET 

images provide a wide array of information portraying state-of-disease. However, because of 

this added complexity, such information is commonly simplified and distilled down 

significantly to produce routine clinical reports. Examples of such simplified metrics for 

FDG PET include: (i) SUVmax, (2) total lesion glycolysis (TLG), and (3) metabolic tumor 

volume (MTV) (Basu et al., 2007; Tylski et al., 2010; van Heijl et al., 2010; Hatt et al., 
2012; Maisonobe et al., 2013). Each of these metrics emphasizes different image features 

and is thus potentially suboptimal. SUVmax neglects information from all voxels except the 

one with the highest intensity while neglecting tumor volume (or burden). By contrast, MTV 

neglects SUV values (or avidity). TLG is equivalent to the product of MTV and mean SUV 

uptake, placing equal emphasis on both.

For homogeneous tumors, it is plausible to consider unequal emphasis on tumor burden vs. 

avidity. This can be thought of as combining the MTV and SUV based metrics (multi-metric 

analysis), which has seen limited activity in the field (Tylski et al., 2008). Moreover, intra-

tumor heterogeneity (Michor and Polyak, 2010) is a topic of increasing interest, and there is 

emerging literature on the use of sophisticated metrics to quantify aggressiveness of 

heterogeneous tumors (Eary et al., 2008; El Naqa et al., 2009; van Velden et al., 2011; Tixier 

et al., 2011; Asselin et al., 2012; Vriens et al., 2012; Lambin et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2012; 
Chicklore et al., 2013; Tixier et al., 2014; Hatt et al., 2015). It remains to be seen whether 

these methods will translate to routine clinical practice. One concern with some of these 

metrics is the added complexity and potentially numerous additional degrees of freedom. For 

instance, the popular co-occurrence matrix (Haralick et al., 1973) involves estimation of the 

second-order joint conditional probability density function between two voxels that are 

separated along a certain direction by a certain distance, and involves discretization of the 

gray levels. Using this co-occurrence matrix, a range of so-called Haralick texture measures 

are then computed (Conners et al., 1984; Tixier et al., 2011; Rahmim et al., 2012). The 
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added degrees of freedom could then potentially manifest themselves as problems of over-

fitting given image noise, which may affect predictive performance.

In the present work, we have developed a novel metric, denoted generalized effective total 

uptake (gETU), for tumor assessment, inspired by a model of generalized equivalent 

uniform dose (gEUD) as used in radiation therapy. What is particularly attractive about the 

proposed metric is that: (1) it is intuitive in its derivation and interpretation, (2) it 

encompasses the abovementioned metrics of common usage in the clinic, and (3) it 

generalizes them, in the case of both homogeneous and heterogeneous tumors, using only a 

single parameter a.

In what follows, the gETU metric is formulated in section 2. Application of the proposed 

metric to patient data involving oropharyngeal as well as pancreatic cancer is shown in 

section 3. This is followed by discussions and conclusion in sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. Novel metric

For a tumor with N sub-volumes of intensity (in this case PET uptake) ui and volume Vi 

(i=1…N), the proposed metric, denoted generalized effective total uptake (gETU), is given 

by:

(1)

where a is the only free parameter. For derivation, shown in appendix A, we use an analogy 

to the Lyman-Kutcher-Burman (LKB) model as utilized in normal tissue complication 

probability (NTCP) models in radiation therapy (Kutcher and Burman, 1989; Mohan et al., 
1992; Niemierko, 1997, 1999; Li et al., 2012). In this case, rather than being concerned 

about the dose deposition on an organ at risk, we instead focus on the risk implied by the 

distribution of the degree of uptake in a tumor for a particular emission computed 

tomography (ECT) tracer, in this case PET.

For better intuition, we then consider individual voxels of equal volume Δv, where the tumor 

of interest encompasses n voxels, thus having a total volume V = nΔv. We represent the set 

of voxel uptakes as an n-dimensional vector u⃗ = {u1, … , un}, and define the generalized 

mean of u⃗ as:

(2)

We see then that our proposed metric (1) is given by:

(3)
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We can ascribe physical interpretations to the meaning of the parameter a given properties of 

the generalized mean (2):

• gETU∞ = M∞ = max(u⃗) provides SUVmax.

• For a < 0, the relations are unphysical. This can be seen by noting that gETU would 

be inversely proportional to tumor volume in Eq. (3) (though this would make sense 

when describing something like the probability of tumor control with treatment, 

which drops for larger tumors).

• M1 represents the arithmetic mean as commonly used in the context of SUV 

quantification: M1 is SUVmean and gETU1 = M1V is the total lesion glycolysis 

(TLG) for FDG.

• For a < 1, the risk due to the tumor volume is somewhat dominant.

• For a > 1, the risk due to uptake is somewhat dominant.

• For a ≫ 1, voxels with greatest uptake become solely responsible for risk, and 

microscopic heterogeneity is the dominant risk factor.

• For 0 < a ≪ 1, the second term in right-hand side of Eq. (3) dominates the first 

term for inter-tumor comparisons, i.e. tumor volume is solely responsible for risk, 

and tracer uptake values do not correlate well with measuring the particular clinical 

endpoint. Seen another way,  as a → 0 (see Sec. 

2.1 for more on this).

Overall, what is powerful about the proposed metric is that it enables unequal emphasis on 

different uptake values. As can be seen, as a → 0, reduced emphasis is put on actual uptake 

values, and the metric becomes increasingly related to the metabolic tumor volume (MTV) 

only, whereas SUVmean and TLG are related to a = 1 and SUVmax is obtained for a → ∞. 

The proposed formulation therefore naturally enables a flexible, generalized, yet simple 

metric in which the PET voxels are weighted as a function of their respective intensities. 

This formulation is thus especially suitable for analysis of heterogeneous tumors, and even 

in the case of homogeneous tumors, it can be very useful, as it effectively performs dual 

SUV-MTV analysis enabling unequal emphasis on the respective contributions (unlike TLG 

which equally emphasizes both).

2.1. Numeric implementation

For numerical stability, we modified the gETU metric (3). Note that the first term in gETUa, 

i.e. Ma, approaches a finite number as a → 0 (M0 turns out to be the geometric mean), while 

V1/a becomes completely dominant, and in fact numerically unstable, since it approaches 

infinity as a → 0. Therefore, for a < 1 we instead utilized (gETUa)a which approaches V as a 
→ 0. This is purely to enable numerical stability, and does not impact subject stratification. 

Therefore, we used the definition:
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(4)

As for the top term in (4), since the inner summation also becomes unstable as a → ∞, we 

found that it is more conveniently computed as:

(5)

3. Patient data analysis

3.1. Subjects

We performed two sets of studies involving FDG PET/CT imaging performed at baseline:

a. One set consisted of n=113 patients with T2, T3 and T4 (Edge and Compton, 2010) 

oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) (85 males and 28 females; mean-

age: 58.8+/-10.3). Treatments included surgery, chemotherapy, radiation therapy or 

a combination of these therapies.

b. Another set consisted of n=72 patients with locally advanced pancreatic 

adenocarcinoma (LAPC) (47 males and 25 females; mean-age: 66.5+/-10.1). 

Staging groups only included IIB and III, and treatment was chemo±radiation 

therapy.

In both datasets, we utilized overall survival (OS) as the patient related outcome of interest 

for imaging biomarker derivation. The studies were acquired on the Discovery ST 

(Bettinardi et al., 2004) or Discovery RX (Kemp et al., 2006) scanners at the Johns Hopkins 

Hospital, with typical acquisitions spanning 5min/bed, and with respective scanner point-

source resolutions of 6.3mm and 5.1mm at 1cm, and 7.1mm and 5.9mm at 10cm radially 

from the center of the field-of-view. The studies were performed under a waiver of informed 

consent as approved by the Institutional Review Board. The guidelines of the Health 

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) were followed.

3.2. Data analysis

Primary tumors were segmented from FDG PET images using 40% and 50% SUVmax 

thresholding, all in 3D (MIM Software Inc.; version 6.2), and without any further 

interpolations and/or smoothing by the software on the image sets. Examples are depicted in 

Fig. 1 for the two cancer types. SUVmax threshold contouring relies on including all voxels 

that are greater than a defined percentage (in this study 40% and 50%) of the maximum 

voxel within an operator-defined sphere. From the segmented images, histograms were 

generated in increments of 0.1 SUV units. The proposed gETU metric was generated for a 

wide range of exponents a (10-3 to 104 in logarithmic increments of 0.1).
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In addition to gETU, five metrics were considered for comparison, namely MTV, TLG, 

SUVmax, SUVmean and SUVpeak. The latter is obtained by moving a 1-cm3 spherical 

region of interest over the tumor (not necessarily conforming to the precise tumor outline) to 

maximize the enclosed average uptake (Wahl et al., 2009; Lodge et al., 2012). Kaplan-Meier 

survival analysis was performed where the subjects for a given metric (MTV, TLG, 

SUVmax, SUVmean, SUVpeak, gETU) were subdivided into two groups using the median 

threshold. Following this, for any parameter a, the hazard ratios (HR) between the higher 

percentile to the lower percentile groups were computed using Cox proportional hazards 

regression. In what follows, we discuss the results for the two cancer datasets separately.

3.2.1. Squamous cell cancer of the oropharynx (n=113)—Aside from PET-based 

analysis, predictive factors considered were T-staging, treatment type, age and sex. 

Univariate analysis (Cox proportional hazards regression) revealed significance for T-staging 

(p=0.0017) and treatment (p=0.045), but not for age or sex. Univariate analysis also showed 

significance for different PET-based metrics (reported below), and as such, the rest of the 

analysis included multivariate analysis incorporating T-staging, treatment and each PET-

based metric of interest.

Plots of HR as a function of a are depicted in Fig. 2 for the two segmentations. Cox 

regression goodness of fit log-likelihood (LOGL) curves are also shown. The optimized 

performance occurs for 50% contouring and with a=0.25.

The actual survival curves are shown in Fig. 3 for the case of 50% contouring: this includes 

(top row) MTV, TLG and SUVmax, that correspond to a≪1, a=1 and a≫1 respectively; and 

(bottom row) SUVmean, SUVpeak and the proposed gETU metric. As seen in the figure, 

enhanced separation between the survival curves is obtained for a=0.25 in gETU, resulting 

in an HR value of 3.94, compared to values of 1.86, 3.02, 1.34, 1.36 and 1.62 for MTV, 

TLG, SUVmax, SUVmean and SUVpeak respectively.

The p-values for curve separation (i.e. ability to reject the null hypothesis that HR=1) in 

univariate analysis of PET markers MTV, TLG, SUVmax, SUVmean, SUVpeak and gETU, 

were 0.0049, 0.00068, 0.19, 0.13, 0.046, and 0.00027, respectively. However, after inclusion 

of staging and treatment covariates (i.e. above-mentioned multivariate analysis), the values, 

as shown in Fig. 3, were 0.17, 0.017, 0.43, 0.42, 0.21 and 0.0067, respectively, thus 

indicating that TLG and gETU were independent factors for outcome prediction.

For statistical comparison, Fig. 4 plots the LOGL values of the Cox proportional hazard 

regression for the above-mentioned six metrics. It is seen that LOGL for the proposed gETU 

metric exceeds other conventional metrics. The LOGL differences can be translated into 

confidence intervals for statistical comparison of different metrics, while accounting for the 

fact that gETU includes an additional degree-of-freedom (df); i.e. the free a parameters. This 

can be done using Wilks’ theorem (Wilks, 1938) by which 2(LOGL(metric1)-

LOGL(metric2)) is approximately a chi-squared distribution with df=df(metric1)-

df(metric2). For the Cox model, the corresponding goodness of fit LOGL values, as shown 

in the figure, indicated that MTV/SUVmax/SUVmean/SUVpeak (TLG) were outside the 

99% (80%) confidence interval of gETU.
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3.2.2. Locally advanced pancreatic adenocarcinoma (n=72)—Unlike the previous 

dataset, univariate analysis (Cox proportional hazards regression) did not reveal significance 

for any of age, sex, treatment or staging (the latter is especially explained by its narrow 

range within the dataset, namely IIB and III only). As such, for the rest of this analysis, only 

univariate analysis of PET-based metrics was invoked.

Plots of HR as a function of a are depicted in Fig. 5 for the two segmentations. Goodness of 

fit LOGL curves are also shown. It is seen in the analysis of this dataset that optimized 

performance occurs for 50% contouring and a=3.2.

The survival curves are shown in Fig. 6 for the case of 50% thresholding, as was shown in 

Fig. 3 for the oropharyngeal dataset. It is seen that enhanced separation between the survival 

curves is obtained for a=3.2, resulting in an HR value of 1.61, compared to values of 1.05, 

1.25, 1.42, 1.45 and 1.52 for MTV, TLG, SUVmax, SUVmean and SUVpeak respectively. 

We also observed improvement in p-values for curve separation (i.e. ability to reject the null 

hypothesis that HR=1) from 0.85, 0.39, 0.18, 0.16 and 0.11 for MTV, TLG, SUVmax, 

SUVmean and SUVpeak to 0.072 for gETU. At the same time, unlike the previous dataset, 

the observed improvements did not reach the level of statistical significance. This is 

consistent with the fact that prediction of outcome for pancreatic cancer is extremely 

challenging, resulting in relatively low HR values and limited statistical significance 

(Chirindel et al., 2015), though it is seen that the statistical significance levels are improved 

by the proposed method.

4. Discussion

4.1. PET uptake vs. volume, and comparison with other metrics

Existing metrics such as SUVmax and MTV, as applied in clinical PET imaging, 

significantly reduce the available information in PET images. In the present work, we have 

proposed a novel metric aimed at enhanced utilization of the rich informational content of 

PET images, which at the same time, generalizes these common metrics using a single 

parameter. It may be stated that TLG already combines SUV uptake and MTV, which is 

certainly true. However, TLG places equal emphasis on uptake and volume, and though we 

found in one dataset (oropharyngeal cancer) that this results in enhanced outcome prediction 

compared to both MTV and SUVmax/peak, there is no strong argument for such a constraint 

in general. In fact, TLG is commonly seen not to outperform both MTV and SUV-based 

metrics. This is for instance what we observed in our pancreatic cancer dataset. As other 

examples, in a study by Hatt et al. (2012), involving both prediction of therapy response and 

overall survival prognostication in esophageal cancer, TLG clearly outperformed SUV-based 

metrics, but its performance was on par with MTV. In a study of early treatment response 

assessment in metastatic colorectal cancer patient by Maisonobe et al. (2013), TLG was 

superior to MTV, but was relatively outperformed by SUV-based metrics.

Our proposed gETU metric enables different relative emphases on PET uptake vs. volume, 

utilizing a single parameter (exponent) a, that has an intuitive interpretation. For 

homogeneous tumors, gETU enables different emphases on PET uptake vs. total volume. 
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The metric gETU is also especially relevant for quantification of tumor heterogeneity, which 

is not achieved by MTV, TLG or SUVmean, and is overly simplified via SUVmax.

The gETU metric can also be compared and contrasted with SUVpeak: for large a values, 

gETU emphasizes the hottest several voxels as does SUVpeak (and not merely the single 
hottest voxel as does SUVmax). However, gETU is different than SUVpeak, since SUVpeak 

emphasizes contiguity between the voxels in its very definition (Wahl et al., 2009; Lodge et 
al., 2012). In any case, there is no definitive reason to emphasize contiguity (or necessarily a 

spherical definition of contiguity as is presently for SUVpeak; and this is an area that needs 

to be further investigated). In a sense, gETU is more generalized compared to SUVpeak as it 

does not impose contiguity. It was observed in both datasets studied in the present work that 

gETU outperformed SUVpeak for outcome prediction.

We also note that the proposed metric remains to be compared to dual/multi-metric analysis 

(as in a nomogram). As already noted, for homogenous tumors, the metric is effectively 

equivalent to dual SUV-MTV analysis. Nonetheless, dual/multi-metric analysis combining 

conventional metrics does not enable placement of unequal emphasis on different voxels 

within a heterogeneous distribution, whereas the proposed gETU metric is able to do that. In 

any case, thorough comparisons remain to be performed.

Our future work also includes comparison of the proposed framework with sophisticated 

approaches such as texture analysis and machine learning, which we actively pursue. As 

discussed in the introduction, given the multiple degrees of freedom in such methods, the 

problems associated with over-fitting and the curse of dimensionality have to be properly 

addressed, and there is increasing scrutiny in this area (Chalkidou et al., 2015), and 

increasing efforts towards proper statistical analysis (Kumar et al., 2012). Meanwhile, it is 

also very plausible to include the gETU metric itself (with varying a values) within the 

radiomics framework, along with the many other features that are presently considered, to 

look for prognostic radiomic signatures (Aerts et al., 2014).

In our present work, formulating the new gETU metric, we utilized a derivation set for initial 

optimization and evaluation. To conclusively establish the superiority of the proposed metric 

with initially-derived specific parameter values, a distinct validation set is also required. As 

such, the metric needs to be carefully assessed and systematically evaluated for specific 

cancer types as well as prediction or prognostication tasks. Furthermore, we note that 

datasets (derivation or validation) from a single center may not be robust enough to include 

all the variations within a single tumor type. Hence, eventually, a multi center study is the 

ideal and most powerful approach, especially for validation.

4.2. Dependence of parameter ‘a’ on cancer type

The ‘a’ parameter in gETU depends on study or tumor type. This is because outcomes of 

tumors are highly variable, where more effective treatments exist for certain tumors (e.g. 

breast cancer and lymphoma) relative to other tumors (e.g. pancreatic cancer). Furthermore, 

FDG tumor avidity and heterogeneity are variable across tumor types (e.g. head & neck 

squamous cell carcinoma is generally more homogeneous with intense uptake, while 
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pancreatic tumors tend to be more heterogeneous and involve mild to moderate FDG 

uptake).

Routine reporting in the clinic has been primarily focused on SUVmax and also more 

recently on SUVpeak (Wahl et al., 2009; Lodge et al., 2012), neither of which require 

accurate tumor segmentation. At the same time, there is emerging literature on the 

prognostic value of volumetric analysis (MTV, TLG). Though presenting the challenge of 

requiring robust tumor segmentation, volumetric analysis is increasing shown to outperform 

conventional SUV-based markers in prognostication of certain cancer types, such as head & 

neck and lung cancer (Larson et al., 1999; Pak et al.; Koyasu et al.; Kikuchi et al.; Paidpally 

et al.; Chang et al.; Ryu et al.; Abd El-Hafez et al.; Zhang et al., 2013; Liao et al., 2012; 
Chen et al., 2012). By contrast, such an added value has not been shown for other cancer 

types, such as pancreatic cancer (Chirindel et al., 2015). These observations are consistent 

with our own analysis, wherein analysis of the head & neck dataset revealed optimized 

performance for a<1, while analysis of the pancreatic dataset arrived at optimized 

performance at a>1. At the same time, what our work reveals is that volumetric analysis (in 

the very broad sense of the term, i.e. any use of volume information at all) has value for 

many cancer types. This is because, within the proposed gETU metric, any finite a value still 

utilizes some volume information, and can potentially add to the prognostic capability of 

PET imaging.

4.3. Consideration of other factors

Future work should include comprehensive analysis of the impact of noise on the 

performance of the proposed gETU metric across a values. One could imagine that as a 
values increase, given higher emphasis on fewer voxels, that greater variability would be 

observed. Our preliminary analysis confirmed this, wherein we considered a simple 

bootstrapping approach and additional noise was added to the tumor data. The resulting p-

value and LOGL curves as functions of a in the Cox proportional hazards regression showed 

enhanced fluctuations as a increases to values corresponding to SUVmax. Extensive analysis 

is needed to additionally incorporate the effect of noise on tumor segmentation and volume 

estimation, and how that impacts the gETU metric, but it is expected that an overall pattern 

of increasing variability with increasing a values will be observed.

The present analysis may also be extended to other methods of tumor delineation and 

subsequent quantification, including those that especially emphasize tumor heterogeneity 

(Tylski et al., 2010; Belhassen and Zaidi, 2010; Abdoli et al., 2013; Burger et al., 2014a; 
Burger et al., 2014b). Furthermore, use of partial volume correction strategies during 

(Rahmim et al., 2013) or after image reconstruction (Rousset et al., 2007; Soret et al., 2007; 
Erlandsson et al., 2012) in conjunction with the specific segmentation method and the 

proposed metric can be investigated, to study the effect on parameter optimization as well as 

overall impact on prediction and prognostication tasks.

5. Conclusion

We have proposed a new generalized effective total uptake (gETU) metric, derived similar in 

spirit to the generalized equivalent uniform dose (gEUD) as utilized in radiation therapy. 
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The metric aims to quantify tumor aggressiveness for the purpose of enhanced prediction 

and prognostication. It has the particular advantage of generalizing commonly utilized 

metrics using a single additional degree-of-freedom or parameter a (values of a = 0, 1 and ∞ 

correspond to MTV, TLG and SUVmax, respectively). This framework was applied to (a) 

113 patients with oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma, and (b) 72 patients with locally 

advanced pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis demonstrated that 

enhanced outcome prediction was obtained for a=0.25 and a=3.2, respectively, highlighting 

the varying importance of PET tumor volume vs. uptake (burden vs. avidity) in these two 

types of cancer patients. Overall, the proposed methodology allows placement of differing 

degrees of emphasis on tumor volume vs. uptake for different cancer types to enable 

enhanced clinical outcome prediction.
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Appendix A Appendix A: Derivation of the proposed metric

We begin with the idea that risk of an adverse outcome, given a particular disease/tracer/

therapy, increases with intensity of the expression of certain tumor features. First we 

consider uniform uptake in tumors of a given volume V. We define the adverse outcome 

probability (AOP), the probability of progression relative to a particular clinical endpoint, 

via the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the normal distribution as

(A.1)

where in this relation t is given by:

(A.2)

PAOP is the adverse outcome probability, u(V) is the equivalent uniform uptake (PET uptake/

intensity) for the volume V, u50 (V) is the uniform uptake at this volume that results in a 

50% probability of an adverse outcome, and σ(V) is the standard deviation of outcome 

likelihood.

Now we assume a power-law relationship such that for a given reference volume Vref:

(A.3)

For the adverse outcome probability PAOP to be preserved, (A.2) must then be invariant with 

respect to volume changes, and for this to happen, the uptake must also follow:

(A.4)
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We first consider the simplest extension to non-uniform uptake: uniform uptake in a 

fractional sub-volume v = V/Vref of the reference volume, Vref, with zero uptake in the rest. 

Re-arranging (A.4):

(A.5)

We refer to this as the generalized equivalent uniform uptake (gEUU) for the original tumor 

volume given uniform uptake in only a fractional volume. This is analogous to the concept 

of Deff or gEUD in the radiation therapy literature therapy (Mohan et al., 1992; Niemierko, 

1999; Choi and Deasy, 2002; Li et al., 2012). The framework is with respect to a reference 

volume. Our aim however is to provide a generalized metric enabling inter-tumor 

comparisons in imaging, and thus we wish to eliminate dependence on an arbitrary reference 

volume. Thus, we revert to Eq. (A.4), and define the generalized effective total uptake 

(gETU) metric:

(A.6)

Overall, we express the condition that for a particular outcome given an uptake-volume 

combination (u, V), there exist a set of uptake-volume combinations (u′, V′) that produce an 

equi-probable endpoint likelihood, providing a simple and efficient one-parameter 

phenomenological model using a power law for iso-probability contours. Setting a = 1/n, 

from (A.6) it follows that

(A.7)

Now, consider a general non-uniform distribution of uptake, with maximum uptake umax. 

Assuming the power law applies to small sub-volumes, a sub-volume with uptake u and 

volume Vi is equivalent to a sub-volume Veff,i with uptake umax, where Veff,i is given by:

(A.8)

Hence the equivalent volume for the entire distribution is:

(A.9)

where N is the number of sub-volumes. Subsequently, according to (A.6), the effective total 

uptake is given by:

(A.10)

arriving at our proposed metric (1).
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Figure 1. 
Images of patients with (top) squamous cell cancer of the oropharynx, and (bottom) non-

resectable locoregional pancreatic cancer, showing the fused PET/CT image, including 

transaxial, sagittal and coronal slices from left to right. A 3D PET-based segmentation (50% 

thresholding) is shown on the images.
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Figure 2. 
Plots of (left) LOGL and (right) HR in OS analysis of oropharyngeal cancer dataset for 

different values of parameter a. 40% and 50% thresholding segmentations are shown. 

Multivariate analysis was utilized, including staging and treatment, in addition to the PET-

based markers.
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Figure 3. 
Kaplan-Meier curves for OS in oropharyngeal cancer dataset where patients were separated 

based on the median. Results are shown for different metrics: (top) (left) MTV, (center) 
TLG, (right) SUVmax, (bottom) (left) SUVmean, (center) SUVpeak and (right) proposed 

gETU. (+) signs indicate events at steps (i.e. death) or last follow-up otherwise. 50% 

SUVmax segmentation was utilized. HR and p-values are also reported. Multivariate 

analysis was utilized, including staging and treatment, in addition to the PET-based markers.
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Figure 4. 
Bar plots of log-likelihood (LOGL) for the various metrics, and statistical comparison of the 

proposed gETU metric with respect to the four more conventional metrics.
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Figure 5. 
Plots of (left) LOGL and (right) HR in OS analysis of pancreatic cancer dataset for different 

values of parameter a. 40% and 50% thresholding segmentations are shown.
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Figure 6. 
Kaplan-Meier curves for OS in pancreatic cancer dataset where patients were separated 

based on the median. Results are shown for different metrics: (top) (left) MTV, (center) 
TLG, (right) SUVmax, (bottom) (left) SUVmean, (center) SUVpeak and (right) proposed 

gETU. (+) signs indicate events at steps (i.e. death) or last follow-up otherwise. 50% 

SUVmax segmentation was utilized. HR and p-values are also reported.
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